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In this paper, we are mainly interested in representations of the quiver Vllh
with a arrows going from left to right, and b arrows going from right to left, where
1 ^ b < a. Thus, we consider the problem of normal forms of a + 6-tuples of n x m-
matrices Ax,...,Aa, and mxn-matrices Bx,...,Bb, with entries in some fixed
commutative field k, with respect to the operation
P A & - 1 ( l ^ i ^ a ) , Q B j P - 1 ( l ^ j ^ b ) ,
where P, Q are regular matrices of size n x n and mxm, respectively. We call the pair
{n,m) the dimension type of this a + 6-tuple, and we are concerned with the
determination of the dimension types of the indecomposable representations. For the
case where 6 = 0, this question has been answered in [3], where it was shown that the
dimension types of the indecomposable representations are precisely the positive roots
of the corresponding root system. We will show that the same is true also when b ^ 1.
However, whereas in the case when b = 0, for every positive root there exists an
indecomposable representation with trivial endomorphism ring, this is no longer true
in general. Note that for b ^ 1, we will show that there are always even imaginary roots
without indecomposable representations with trivial endomorphism ring, in contrast
to a recent conjecture by Kac [2].
To be more precise, recall the definition of the root system in our case. Consider on
IR2 the quadratic form q{x,y) = x2+y2 — (a + b)xy. The integral vectors (x, y) with
q{x> y) ^ 0 are called imaginary roots; the integral vectors (x, y) with q(x, y) = 1 are
called real roots.
THEOREM. For every positive real root, there exists precisely one indecomposable
representation ofTab;for every positive imaginary root (n, m), there exists a family of
indecomposable representations of Tab- with —q(n,m)+l parameters. There are
indecomposable representations with endomorphism ring a division ring only for the roots
(1,0), (0,1), and the imaginary roots (n, m) with -n ^ m ^ an.
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The main technique of the present paper will be a new type of reflection functor
which realizes for representations the action of the generating reflections of the
corresponding Weyl group. This functor will be constructed in the more general
situation of a hereditary algebra and a given module S with End(S) a division ring and
Ext (S, S) = 0. The S-reflection a^X) of a module X (if it exists) will have the
dimension type
2(dimX,dimS) .. „dim as(X) = dim X - ) ' } dim S,(dim S, dim S)
as it should be. However, we stress the fact that we are able to define the S-reflection
only for a very narrow class of modules. In contrast to the reflection functors
constructed by Bernstein-Gelfand-Ponomarev [1], the image o^X) is a module over
the same ring as the module X.
1. Adding and removing bricks
In this section, we are working with left modules of finite length over some fixed
hereditary algebra. We will call them just modules, and we denote the corresponding
category by 9W. Maps will be written on the right: thus for / : X -*• Y,g: Y -*• Z, the
composition will be denoted by fg. We fix throughout this section some module S with
End(5) a division ring and Ext(S, S) = 0.
If C is a full subcategory of 3W, let (E/S be the quotient category of (£ modulo the
maps which factor through direct sums of copies of S. Note that the indecomposable
objects of (£/S correspond precisely to the indecomposable modules in (£ which are not
isomorphic to S.
We consider the following four full subcategories of (L Let 9WS be given by the set of
the modules X with Ext(S, X) = 0 such that, in addition, X has no direct summand
which can be embedded into some direct sum of copies of S. Similarly, let 2WS be given
by the set of modules X with Ext {X, S) = 0 such that, in addition, no direct summand
of X is a quotient of a direct sum of copies of S. Finally, let 901" s be given by the set of
modules X with Hom(A',S) = 0, and 2ft_S by the set of modules X with
Hom(S, X) = 0. Also, we will consider intersections of these subcategories, namely
2Rf = SR s n9« s , 2HS_S = Wls n 9W_S,
Given a module X, denote by X~s the intersection of the kernels of the maps
X -> S. This induces a functor, since for/: X -> Y, we easily see that (X~s)f^ Y~s.
LEMMA 1. For any X, we have that X~s belongs to 9W"S.
Proof. Let q>: X~s -> S be any map. Denote the exact sequence
0-> X~s c+ X -> 7 ->0
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with V = X/X~s by E; thus E(p* belongs to Ext {V, S). However, Ext {V, S) = 0, since
on the one hand, there is an embedding \i: V -> 0 S for some t> e N, so that
Ext (fi, S): Ext ( © S, S ) -» Ext (K, S)
is surjective, and, on the other hand,
Ext ( 0 S , s] « 0 Ext(S, S) = 0.
This shows that </) can be extended to X; but the kernel of the extended map has to
contain X~s, and thus (p = 0.
LEMMA 2. Let X e 5 R , and q>1,...,(pv be a basis of Horn {X,S)Eai(S). Then the
sequence
is exact, and the induced sequences Ex,..., Evform a basis o/End(S)Ext(S, X~s).
Proof. Clearly, we may suppose that X is indecomposable. Let
cp = (q>x,..., (pv): X -*• 0 S . Clearly, X~s is the kernel of cp. For, if q>': X -»• S, then
q>' = YJ (P'ai ^or s o m e a,- G End(S), thus <p' = (pa with a = I
 : I :Q)S->S, and
Ker<p ^ KcT(p'.
Let V be the image of (p, with inclusion map JI : K-> 0 S. Since Ext(/x, X~s) is
surjective, there exists an exact sequence E e Ext I 0 S, X s I such that /i* £ is the
V » /
given sequence
Let JE,eExt(5, X~s) be the induced sequences of E with respect to the canonical
inclusions S -> 0 S. Since
Hom(S, F) -^ Ext(S, X"5) - Ext(S, X)
is exact, and by assumption Ext(S, X) = 0, we see that £,• = \l/*n*E for some map
^,.: S -> V. Let ^ = : : 0 S - » K ; then £ = ^ * ^ * £ , and therefore /i*£ =
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[i*ij/*H*E. Thus, we have a commutative diagram
0 > X~s > X > V
0 • X~s > X • V > 0
with some y e End (X). Since X is indecomposable, y is either nilpotent or an
automorphism. But since X e 5RS, we know that X~s # 0, thus y cannot be nilpotent.
This shows that y and therefore also ^i^ is an automorphism. Consequently, n is a split
monomorphism, and its cokernel is a direct sum of copies of S. Let
n = I j I : © S -> S be any map with /«i = 0. Then 0 = q>n = £ <p,-7cf implies that
\ ^ /
all 7Tf = 0, since q> l ,...,q>v is a basis of Horn (X, S)End(S). This shows that the cokernel of
\i is zero, thus n is an isomorphism.
Note that any (i:S -+ X maps into X~s, since otherwise X would split off a copy of
S. Consequently, the canonical map Hom(S, X~s) -> Hom(S, X) is an isomorphism,
thus the long exact sequence for Hom(S, - ) gives rise to an isomorphism
Horn S,0S ->Ext(S,X's),
V v j
using also that fact that Ext(S, X) = 0. This shows that the exact sequences El,...,Ev
(which are the images of the canonical inclusion maps S -> ®S) form a basis of
End(S)Ext(S,X-s).
LEMMA 3. Let Y e $R~S and let £ l 5 . . . , Ev be a basis of End(S)Ext(S, Y). Consider
the exact sequence E
given by the elements Et. Then Z e W^, and Z s a Y.
Proof. Applying H o m ( S , - ) to E, we obtain the exact sequence
H o r n [ S , © S )-> Ext(S, Y) -> Ext(S, Z) -• Ex t [S , © S
\ V ) \ V
By construction, the first map is an isomorphism, and since in addition
Ext ( S, 0 S ) = 0, we conclude that Ext (S, Z) = 0. Also, assume that Z = ZX®Z2
with an embedding Z2 c^  © S. Since Horn (Y, S) = 0, the image of Y under the given
map J : Y -+ Z has to be contained in Zl. Thus the cokernel of i is isomorphic to the
direct sum of the cokernel of the inclusion Y -> Z
 x and the module Z2. In particular, Z2
is a direct sum of copies of S. Assume that Z2 f 0; then any direct summand of the form
S of Z2 gives rise to an inclusion a = ( a 1 ( . . . , a J : S - > @ S such that a*E = 0.
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However, this means that £ <*;£,• = 0 which contradicts the fact that the elements
Et ,...,£„ are linearly independent. Thus, we have shown that Z e 3RS. It is clear that
Z~s = i{Y), since Horn(Y, S) = 0.
PROPOSITION 1. The functor X H I S gives an equivalence of the category
onto the category $R~S.
Proof. Let us first show that this functor 9RS -• 9W"S is full. Let X, Y e 2HS with
the canonical sequences
F : 0
of Lemma 2.
Given g: X~s -> Y~s, we form the induced sequence £' = Eg*
E: 0 • X" s <= > X > G) S > 0
Now £' gives rise to v exact sequences £,' E Ext(S, y s ) , and we can write them as
linear combinations with respect to the basis Fx,..., Fw ofEnd(S)Ext(S, Y~s) as follows:
w
£/ = Y, aijFj- ^n tn*s way> w e obtain a commutative diagram
' - S
with a = (a.j). As a consequence ^: X s -> Y s is the restriction of the map
g'a! : X -> y.
On the other hand, if / : X -» 7 induces the zero map f~s :X~S -*> Y~s, then the
restriction of / to X~s is zero, thus / factors over X/X~s = 0 S. Conversely, assume
V
that / : X -* Y factors over some direct sum © S of copies of S. Then it is clear that
f-s:X~s^ y-s iszero.
Since by Lemma 3, any module in 90? ~s is of the form Z" s for some Z e 2WS, we see
that the functor X *-> X~s gives an equivalence between 2RS/S and 2R~S.
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Let us formulate the corresponding dual assertion:
PROPOSITION 1*. The categories 9)ts/S and S3W_S are equivalent under the functor
X i—• X _s = X/X', where X' is the sum of the images of all maps S -* X.
Let K(W) be the Grothendieck group of sDi with respect to all short exact sequences.
Thus K(3R) can be identified with the free abelian group generated by the isomorphism
classes of simple modules. The canonical map from SM into K(s))l) will be denoted by
dim. Let k be the commutative field over which 90? is defined. There is a (usually non-
symmetric) bilinear form on K(W) given by
<dimX,dim Y> = dim* Horn (X, 7) - dim* Ext (X, 7) ,
due to the fact that SO? is hereditary. Usually, we will denote <dim X, dim Y> just by
<AT, 7>. The corresponding symmetric bilinear form (the symmetrization of < , » will
be denoted by (,). Note that any element s e K(10l) with (s,s) # 0 gives rise to a
reflection as of K^ESi) defined by
as(x) = x - - — - s .(s,s)
PROPOSITION 2. There is an equivalence of categories <JS : 5Wf/S —• 9Ml|, and an
equivalence of categories as: 9Jl^"s -> 2Wls sucn tnat
dim as(X) = (7dimS(dim X).
Remark. These equivalences, and also their inverses, all are denoted by as, since it
will be seen that they coincide on the mutual intersections of the categories
Proof. For X e aW|» define a^X) = X~s/X', where X' is the sum of the images of
all maps S -* X. Note that since X does not split off a copy of S, we have X' £ X ~s. It
follows from the Propositions 1 and 1* that as induces an equivalence from SHf/S onto
SDHf. Now X~s is obtained from X by removing dim Horn (AT, S)End(S) copies of S,
and X' is the direct sum of dim
 End(S) Horn (S, X) copies of S, thus
dim <Xs(X) = dim X - (dim Horn (X, S)End(S) + dim End(S)Horn (S,X))dim S
using the facts that Ext(X, S) = Ext(S, X) = Ext(S, S) = 0, that
dimkHom(X,S) = dimfcEnd(S)-dim Horn (X,S)End(S),
and similarly for dimkHom(S, X).
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Next, let XeWlsS- Let Eu ...,Ev be a basis of End(S)Ext(S, X), and let
0-> X c> Z-> 0 S - > O
be the exact sequence given by the elements £,. Let X' be the sum of the images of the
maps S -• X. Define tr^X) = Z/X'. Note that in both categories 3)1$ s and sJl)£s there
are no non-zero maps which factor through direct sums of copies of S. Thus, the
Propositions 1 and 1* show that as is an equivalence from sJ)ifs onto SJJ£S. Also,
dimc^X") = dim X + dim Ext (X, S)
 End(S) • dim S — dim End(S) Horn (S, X)- dim S
The equivalence of categories as: 5RS s -> 5Ris means, in particular, that we may
identify for X e 5W^S the rings End (X) and End as(X). For X e SR|, the endomorphism
rings of X and crs(X) will usually differ, and we note the following formula for the
change of dimension:
PROPOSITION 3. Let X e 2Jlf. Then
dimk End a^X) = dimk End (X) ' ' .
Proof. By Proposition 2S there is a surjective ring homomorphism
End(X) -> End a^X), with kernel
{(/> e End(X)|(p factorises over some © S}.
As a fc-vector space, this ideal is isomorphic to
Hom{X/X-s,X') « H o m ( 0 S , 0 S ) » 0Hom(S,S) ,
\ t) U / UU
where, as before, X' is the sum of the images of maps S -* X, and
v = dimHom(AT,S)End(S) = ' ,
u = dimEnd(S)Hom(S, X) = — ' - — .
Thus, the /c-dimension of this ideal is
M • »• dimkEnd(S) =
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PROPOSITION 3*. Let X e SRlf. Then
dinifcEndffsW = dimfcEnd(Ar) + ^ ' ^ / v * * •
Usually it will be of interest, to repeat this construction several times, using different
modules S. Rather weak conditions suffice in order to be able to do so. For example, we
will use in the next section the following lemma.
LEMMA 4. Let S, T be modules, where T is simple.
(i) J/Ext(S, T) # 0, then *ms s 9K'T.
(ii) / /Ext (T, S) # 0, then SRS s 2W_T.
Proo/ Let X e 2RS, and assume there exists a non-zero map <p: X -* T. Since T is
simple, <p has to be surjective, thus also Ext (S, <p): Ext {S, X) -+ Ext (S, T) is surjective.
Since Ext (5, T) # 0, this contradicts the fact that Ext (S, X) = 0. Similarly, if Y e aWs,
and q>:T-*Y is a non-zero map, then it is a monomorphism, thus
Ext Op, S): Ext(Y, S) -*• Ext(T, S) is surjective.
2. Construction of indecomposable representations of Tab
We consider now the special case of the representations of Fab with a ^ b ^ 1 and
our aim is to prove the theorem formulated in the introduction. We work over a fixed
field k.
We denote by V= {Vx,..., Va, V\,..., V'b)a. representation of Tab, say of dimension
type (n, m) where the V( are n x m-matrices, and the V\ are m x n-matrices. The set of all
representations of dimension type (n, rri) will be denoted by 3t{n, m): it is an affine space
over k of dimension {a + b)nm, and the isomorphism classes are just the orbits in @(n, m)
of the obvious action by the algebraic group GLn(k) x GLm(/c). We denote by S the
unique representation of dimension type (1,0), by T the one of type (0,1). The
Grothendieck group of the representations of Tab with respect to short exact sequences
canonically maps onto Z2, and the induced bilinear form < , > on Z2 is given by
<(x,y),(x',y')> = xx' + yy'-axy'-bx'y,
see [3]. As before, the corresponding quadratic form is denoted by q, and we let
p(n,m) = -q(n,
LEMMA 5. Let {n,m)eN2, with -n ^ m ^ bn. Then there exists a p{n,m)-
b
parameter family ^(n, m) of isomorphism classes of representations V with End (V) = k,
and Horn(5, V) = Hom(K, 5) = Hom(r, V) = Hom(K, T) = 0, and with
dim V= (n, m).
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Proof. Note that Horn (S, V) = 0 if and only if the n x am matrix (VuV2,...,Vn)is
left regular, that Horn (V, S) = 0 if and only if the bm x n matrix I : I is right regular,
\V'J
and similarly for T. Thus, the set ^l{n, m) of all representations V with End (K) = k and
Hom(S, V) = Hom(F, S) = Hom(T, V) = Hom(K, T) = 0
is open in <%{n, m). If we show that %{n, m) is non-empty, then it is a variety of dimension
(a + b)nm consisting of orbits of equal dimension, thus there remain p(n, m) parameters.
Consider first the dimension types (l,c) with 1 ^ c ^ b. We construct one
particular representation V= K(c)e^( l ,c) as follows: For 1 ^ i < c, let Vt be the
1 x c elementary matrix (0...010...0) with 1 in the i-th position, and V\ the transpose of
Vh whereas for i > c, let Vx = 0, V\ = 0. It is easy to see that V belongs even to %{\, c)
and, moreover, for 1 ^  c, d < b, we have Hom(K(c), V(d)) = 0.
Next, let n ^ m ^ bn. There are natural numbers u, v with
for some 1 ^ c < b. In order to construct a representation in ^(n,m), we use the
method of simplification as presented in [3]. Namely, V{c) and V(c +1) are orthogonal
points in the terminology of that paper. Note that
Ext (V{c), V(cj) + 0 , Ext (V(c +1), V(c +1)) =/= 0 ,
and also
since
<(l,c + l ) , ( l , c ) > < 0 ;
thus there exists a representation W of type (n, m) with a chain of subrepresentations
0 = W° a Wl c ... c W^u+I> = W,
where the lower u factors W'/W1'1 (1 < i < M) are isomorphic to K(c), and the
upper v factors W'/W1'1 (u + 1 s* i"^ u + u) are isomorphic to K(c + 1), such that,
moreover, the factors Wi+1/Wi~1 (1 ^ i ^ u + y —1) are indecomposable. It follows
that W belongs to %(n, m).
For the dimension types (n, m) with - n < m ^ «, we proceed similarly: First, we
b
construct representations of type (c, 1) with 1 < c ^ b, which belong to <^(c, 1) and
have no homomorphisms between them, and then we form corresponding extensions.
LEMMA 6. Let {n,m)eN2 with -n < m < -n. Then there exists a p(n,m)-
a b
parameter family %(n,m) of isomorphism classes of representations V with
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End(V) = k, and Hom(S, V) = Hom(7, V) = Hom(K, T) = 0 and with
dim V = (n,m).
Proof. Again, we only have to construct one particular representation with these
properties. Let n = £>m + s with 0 ^ s ^ (a — b)m. Now use the previous lemma for the
dimension type (bm, m). In this way, we obtain a representation W of type {bin,'») such
that End(W) = k, and
Hom(S, W) = Hom(W, S) = Horn(7, W) = Hom(I^, T) = 0.
We can simplify W and S at the same time, since they are orthogonal points. Now, since
Hom(S, W) = 0,
dim Ext (S, W) = - <( 1,0), (bm, m)>
= [a — b)m.
The representations V of Vab with an exact sequence of the form
o->0w-> v - 0 s - o
U D
for some u,vsN form a full subcategory which is equivalent to the category of
representations of F(a_6)m 0 (see [3]), and (s, 1) is the dimension type of a representation
of r(fl_b)m 0 with endomorphism ring k, if and only if
s2 + l2-{a-b)ms ^ 1,
again according to [3]. In our case, this is satisfied according to 0 ^ s ^ (a — b)m.
Thus there exists V with End(K) = k and with an exact sequence
0-> w -+ K-> 0 S - > O .
s
It is clear that Hom(S, V) = Hom(7, V) = Hom(F, T) = 0.
Similarly, we have the following lemma.
LEMMA 6*. Let (n,m)eN2 with bn < m ^ an. Then there exists a p(n,m)-
parameter family ^l(n,m) of isomorphism classes of representations V with
End(K) = k and Hom(S, V) = Hom(K, S) = Hom(F, T) = 0 and with
dim V = (n,m).
For the proof, we consider representations V with an exact sequence of the form
where an = bn + t, and W is a representation of dimension type {n,bn) with the
properties mentioned in Lemma 5.
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Proof of the theorem. Let a,, a2 be the reflections on Z2 defined by
) , <72(x,y) = (x, - y + (a
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note that they generate the Weyl group for our problem. It is easy to see that the set of
positive imaginary roots is the disjoint union of
1
B = <(n,
-n ^ w ^ an
a
and the various Si5 T,, with i ^ 1, where
Si + i = M T , ) , T i + 1 =a2(S,.),
and
So = («,
To = Un,m)e
- n ^ m < bn\,
a
For any imaginary root (n, m) in B we have seen that there is a p(n, m)-parameter family
°ti(n, m) of isomorphism classes of representations V with End(K) = k. In fact, in case
V e <%(n, m) we know the following: if (n, m)eSO l then V e Wzl, whereas if (n, m) e To,
then FeliDill. We now use induction on i, in order to construct for (n,m)eSi , a
p{n, m)-parameter family <%{n,m) of representations V with V eWlZr, and for
(n, m) E T,, a p(n, m)-parameter family ^(n, m) of representations V with K e 2Rl | . For,
if KesJJilf, then we can use the S-reflection as in order to obtain a module
^ Wlll, whereas for V eWlZ.TT, we use the T-reflection aT in order to
obtain a module ar(K) e WT s 9W:|.
Similarly, in case (n, m) is a positive real root, then («, m) is obtained either from
(1,0) or (0,1) by the application of some element w of the Weyl group. Again, by
induction on the length of w, we construct indecomposable representations
<jTasaT ... asaT(S),<rsoT... asaT(S),
<rsaTas...aTas{T),
According to a theorem of Kac [2], there can be at most one indecomposable
representation of dimension type a positive real root, thus the constructed
representation is the only indecomposable one of dimension type the given positive real
root.
It remains to be seen that for an indecomposable representation V with
dim V = (n,m) and End(F) a division ring, either (n,m) = (1,0) or (0,1), or else
- n ^ m ^ an. However, if - n > m ^ 0, then both
a a
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and <(/i, /??), (1,0)> = n-bm ^ #1 — «HI > 0;
thus Hom(S, V) ^ 0, Hom(F, S) ^ 0, and therefore there is an endomorphism of V
with image S. Similarly, one sees that for m > an ^ 0, there will be an endomorphism
of V with image T.
This finishes the proof of the theorem.
The last part of the proof above implies that for some positive roots (»,HI), the set of
indecomposable representations V of dimension type (n, m) will not be dense in ,^(;J, m).
Let e(n, m) be the smallest possible number which occurs as dim End (W) with W of
dimension type (n, m). The set of all representations W of dimension type (H, m) with
dim End (W) = e(n, m) is called the open sheet and will be denoted by ,^(n, HI)0. We
want to add that usually even for a positive imaginary root (n, HI), the open sheet does
not contain any indecomposable representation.
P R O P O S I T I O N 4 . ( a ) / / (n,m) = (1,0) or ( 0 , 1 ) , or - n ^ m ^ a n , then
a
e(n, m) = 1; thus the open sheet consists of the (indecomposable) representations V with
End(K) = k.
(b) / / (n,m) satisfies 0 < m < -n then e(n,m) = (n — am)(n — bm) + 1; // (n,m)
a
satisfies 0 < an < m, then e(n,m) = (m — an\m — bn) +1; and in both cases the open
sheet contains decomposable representations.
(c) In case (n,m) = (1,0), or (0,1), or (l,a + b), or (a + b, 1), the indecomposable
, i , , a a2+ab—\,
representations belong to the open sheet. In case —: ; n ^ m ^ n, the
a +ab — 1 a
family °U{ji, m) constructed in this section belongs to the open sheet. For all other
dimension types, the open sheet does not contain any indecomposable representation.
Proof. The assertion (a) has been shown above. For (b), let 0 < m < - n, and
consider the representations of the form V © © S , where n = am + s, and V is a
5
representation of dimension type (am, m) with End (V) = k, and with an exact sequence
of the form
0 - W -*V - © S^0,
(o — b)m
where W is of dimension type (bm, m) and Hom(S, W) = 0, Hom(W, S) = 0. A§ we
have seen in Lemma 6, there is a p(am, m)-parameter family of such representations V.
Note that p(am, m) = (ab — l)m2 — 1. We calculate the dimension of the endomorphism
ring of V © © S as follows:
dim End I V © © S 1 = dimk End (V) + s • dimk Horn (V,S) + s2dim* End (S)
\ s /
= 1+s (a — b)m + s2 = (n — am)(n — bm) + 1 .
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Thus the orbit of any such representation has dimension
o(m,n) = m2 + n2-(s2 + s{a-b)m + l)
altogether these orbits form a set of dimension
p{am, m) + o(m, n) = (a + b)(am + s)m,
and this is just the dimension of $(m, n). Thus, the set of representations of the form
V © 0 S with the given properties is dense in 9t{m, n), and since these representations
s
have equal endomorphism ring dimension (n — am)(n — bm) +1, we conclude that this
has to be e{n, m). A similar calculation gives the value of e(n, m) for 0 < an < m.
The first two assertions of (c) are immediate consequences of the formula for the
endomorphism ring dimension in Proposition 3. Next, let V be indecomposable and in
the open sheet. Consider the case of the dimension type (n, m) with 0 < m < - n. Now
a
dimkHom(S, V) ^  <S, K> = n-am,
C)
dimkHom(K,S) ^ <K,S> = n-bm.
As before, let V~s be the intersection of all maps V -> S, and V the sum of all images of
maps S -* V. Since V does not split offa copy of S, we see that V ^ V~s, and the ideal
/ in End (F) of all endomorphisms of V which factor through some © S, has dimension
dimfc Horn (V, S) • dimk Horn (S, V)^(n- am){n - bm). (**)
By assumption,
dimfc End (V) — (n — am)(n — bm) +1;
thus / has to be the radical of End(K), and in (**), we must have equality. Since
n > am ^  bm, we see that also in (*), both are equalities, and therefore
Ext(S, V) = 0 = Ext(K, S). It follows that V belongs to 9K| and that CTS(F) is a
representation with trivial endomorphism ring, using Proposition 3. Thus, according
to our theorem, either ax{n, m) = (0,1) and then («, m) = (a4- b, 1), or
1 } a 1
^ ^ } th ^ ^<jl(n,m)e<(x,y)
a
thus
a +ab — l b
Similarly, for 0 < an < m, we conclude that Fe2W£> with Gj(V) having a trivial
w i u •*. , x / , . . X L a + a b \
endomorphism ring, and then either (n, m) = (1, a + b), or bn ^  m < n.
a
Finally, let us remark that for X e 901 if, the change of endomorphism rings from
End (X) to End as(X) usually increases the nilpotence class of the radical. For example,
it is easy to see that (rad End (TS(TJ{S))2 # 0, whereas (rad End OjiS))2 = 0.
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3. Further applications of the reflection functors
Let us remark that we may use the reflection functors also in the case of a finite
dimensional hereditary algebra. Of course, in this case we will also use non-simple
modules S.
Recall that in the definition of SJHS we had to require as well as Ext(S, X) = 0 the
additional condition that X cannot be embedded into some © S. For example, let S be
the unique indecomposable representation of the quiver
with dimension type (120). The S-reflection is defined for a large class of
representations, for example for the generic representations of dimension type (.\Tr)
with 3x < 2y, 2z < x. However, the indecomposable representation X of dimension
type (230) satisfies on the one hand Ext {S, X) = 0, but does not belong to s))ls, since X
can be embedded into S © S.
Let us give two sets of conditions which imply that a module X with Ext (S, X) = 0
belongs to 2RS.
LEMMA 7. Let S be a module with endomorphism ring a division ring. If X is an
indecomposable module with Hom(S, X) # 0, then X cannot be embedded into a direct
sum of copies ofS, or else X s: S.
n
Proof. Assume that there is an embedding n: X -> (+) 5, and let q>: S -> X be
i = 1
non-zero. Then for one of the projections nh we see that <p^ 7t,- is an automorphism of S,
so that <p is a split monomorphism.
Call a module X S-clean provided that it satisfies the following two conditions:
(i) Precisely one of Hom(S, X) and Ext(X, S) is non-zero,
(ii) Precisely one of Hom(Ar, S) and Ext(S, X) is non-zero.
If S is a module with endomorphism ring a division ring and Ext (S, S) = 0, then it
follows that for all S-clean modules the S-reflection is defined.
PROPOSITION 5. Let S be a module with End(S) a division ring and Ext(S, S) = 0.
Let T be any module with <S, T> ^ 0, <T, S> ^ 0. Then for any indecomposable
module X with dim X a linear combination of dim S and dim T, and Ext (S, X) = 0, we
have either X « S, or else X is not embeddable into a direct sum of copies of S.
Proof Assume that X is embeddable into a direct sum of copies of S, and not
isomorphic to S. Then Hom(S, X) = 0, since otherwise X would split off a copy of S.
Let nlt..., fiv be a basis of Hom(Ar, S)End(S), and /* = (/i,,..., nv). Denote by Y the
cokernel of /i: thus we have the exact sequence
0
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v
If (a,): 0 S -> S has n(X) in its kernel, then £ /i,a,- = 0 implies that
v i= 1
(Xj = ... = <*„ = 0, since the nt are linearly independent. Thus Hom(Y, S) = 0.
Also, Ext(Y, S) = 0. For the exact sequence above induces an exact sequence
Horn | 0 S, S) H o m ( / i ' 5 > ) Horn (X, S) • Ext( Y, S) • Ext ( 0 S, S),
\ V J \ V J
the last group being zero by assumption. Also any (peHom^jS) is a linear
V
combination (p = £ ,^a,- with a, e End(S), thus it is the image of
i = 1
under Hom(^,S). Since we see that Hom(/z, S) is surjective, it follows that
Ext (Y,S) = 0.
As a consequence, we have <S,X> = 0 and <Y,S> = 0. Now, let
dim X = a dim S + fcdim T, where at least one of a, b has to be positive. Now
and this can be acheived only if a, b both have the same sign, since
<S, S> > 0, <S, T> ^ 0. Thus, a ^ 0, b > 0. The exact sequence above gives
dim Y = (v — a) dim S — b dim T,
and
0 = <Y,S> = (v-aKS,S>-b(T,S)
implies that v-a ^ 0, since <S, S> > 0, b > 0, and (T,S} ^ 0. But this gives a
contradiction since it would mean that dim Y is a vector with negative components.
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